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We are delighted to introduce you to the third volume of Paideia, a proud representation of past and present students’ success. Student-authored academic papers provide just a taste of the vast amount of knowledge Cal Poly’s Political Science students have. Meanwhile, alumni spotlights provide a great representation of all the different career paths present students can embark on.

This third edition represents the continuation of last year’s goal of maintaining Paideia as a tradition that all future Cal Poly students can have access to. This year’s volume has made monumental steps forward in reaching new prestige for the journal. At the end of this year, Paideia can be accessed online through the Digital Commons database. This allows students’ academic papers to be accessed around the globe and be used in other researchers’ work.

It is our hope that throughout this journal you will find yourself looking at topics with a new perspective. In a continuously progressing world, it is our desire that this journal brings you at least one step closer to learning something you did not know before.

We invite you to pioneer through this journal and step into just a little piece of the Political Science department’s outlooks and experiences that have shaped this year’s third volume of Paideia.

Katherine Spade
Executive Editor